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SOUND PORTRAIT 
Jean-Paul et Rebecca Valette 

 

The subject(s) of both my sound portrait and accompanying photographic portrait-collage are my             

maternal grandparents, Rebecca and Jean-Paul Valette – known by family as Omi and Pop respectively.              

Having spent a lot of time with them growing up, over holidays and summers on/in various coasts and                  

countries, I have developed a very solid idea of my grandparents’ dynamic as a couple. As tangible of my                   

sense of my grandparents mannerisms and personalities is, their energetic dance is equally difficult to               

describe to anyone outside of my family or who has not met Jean-Paul and Rebecca. The aim, therefore,                  

of my project, when taken as a whole – an interplay of sound and image that each are constructed to                    

demand an attention to and spark a curiosity towards detail – is meant to convey through an audio-visual                 

immersion the nature of a caricature-esque relationship that can truly only be experienced, not simply               

described.  

The audio and visual pieces are meant to assume two very different, and in some ways opposing,                 

views of my grandparents. The primary focus of this project, the sound portrait, is meant to be primarily                  

candid. While some interviewing was incorporated into my recording process, the majority of the files               

used were collected candidly. At moments there are clear cuts between audio clips. The composition as a                 

whole, however, is meant to read as a smooth audio experience, combining clips from various moments                

together seamlessly, creating an illusion of an almost interview response-like form of speech throughout.              

For this piece, it became very important not only to encapsulate a dynamic through direct interaction, but                 

through subtle notions in sound. For example, at a moment when the audio cuts to focus on my                  

grandmother, Omi, she is introduced first by the sound of chopping onions. This is meant to represent the                  

very traditional role she assumes as homemaker – despite being professionally equal to my grandfather,               

she is the only one who prepares meals and I often spend time with her in the kitchen.  

My visual piece, on the other hand, is entirely staged. The only aspect of this portrait that was left                   

to my subjects’ own devices were any basic garments they chose to wear. Otherwise, everything from                

furniture to decorative objects to jewelry was chosen and placed strategically. The concept for this piece                

was looking at objects as history. This piece is meant to offer a similar invitation as is presented by my                    



sound portrait: an invitation to notice a plethora of detail scattered throughout the piece, each of which                 

holds specific meaning and implications. The wooden chairs were my grandfather's grandparents sitting             

chairs, maintained with their original upholstery. The foxes are pieces from a collection of a collection of                 

family fur. Each of the silver sets is family silver from my grandmother and grandfather’s sides of the                  

family, top to bottom respectively. Next to each of my grandparents are their silver birth cups. The books                  

below watch of their chairs are various editions of the books they have published – a culmination of                  

almost the entirety of their careers and the basis of their empire. The plaque on the right side of the mantle                     

is one of many that plaster the walls in the entry hall bathroom, all honoring both the separate and                   

conjoint intellectual, professional, political and philanthropic careers of Rebecca and Jean-Paul. The            

candle sticks, frames, and canon that adorn the mantle are all from Les Iris, my great-great-grandmother's                

estate which has remained in the Valette family. The wine bottle beside Rebecca is a special reserve                 

Vouvray, the family wine. The bottle beside my grandfather is a Chateau D’Yquem, 1937 (his birth year),                 

which they are drinking from french family crystal goblets. Lastly the main rug on the living room floor is                   

meant to be indicative of their passion for the study and collection of native american weavings and their                  

history. They recently sent the best of their collection (several hundred pieces) to a museum in Phoenix,                 

AZ where a branch is being built to house and display their impressive collection. The turquoise and                 

silver jewelry they are wearing is also meant to be indicative of this large part of their lives together, with                    

the acception of the diamond ring on Rebecca’s hand; a family diamond that has been passed down and                  

reset over 4 generations. While these objects represent my Omi and Pop’s many accomplishments and               

family history, they is a great deal of irony in them being photographed this way. My grandparents are                  

incredibly humble and almost all of these possessions are kept in storage throughout their home. I chose                 

to pose them this way to incorporate a satirical playfulness into my visual portrait, one that I believe also                   

exists in my sound portrait, both only fully clear to those who really know Rebecca and Jean-Paul as Omi                   

and Pop, a joke of sorts for ma famille.  

I chose to photograph this portrait in an a somewhat Hockney-style, collaged manor with the               

intention of pulling individual focus to each of these details. By giving details their own frames of                 

existence in a collage made up of many, they are given their own space to be noticed. This is where I                     

invite you to engage.  


